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Enterprise Architecture (EA) is a discipline for business and IT system management, describing the fundamental artifacts of business and IT. Introducing EA activities in a company is done via special projects (referred to as EAM projects). While much research focuses on EA as is, EAM projects are not yet considered properly. This paper deals with EAM projects as a special kind of IT project. The definition of an EAM project is suggested using the IT solution concept of the Microsoft Solution Framework. This is justified, since the EAM-software introduced in a company is the main result of a typical EAM project. Based on the definition of a work product in CMMI, this paper introduces the final delivery of an EAM project. In addition, domain specific modeling is used to describe EAM project delivery, since the most important part of EA is concepts and terms for describing business and IT in a company. To implement the language formed by these terms and concepts, an EAM tool is selected and customized (Mega, IBM System Architects, Aris, etc.), and additional software (i.e. Web-portal, integration scripts, etc.) is implemented. All of the EA principles and methods could be considered as guidelines for this software (EAM tool and additional software). Final delivery of an EAM project is divided into the following parts: method (domain specific language, EA method, EA process, integration, modeling results), technology (EAM tool, additional software, documentation), support and training. Using the concepts introduced in this paper, four EAM projects are analyzed. Lack of support of the EA method is identified as a common problem of these projects.
Introduction

The modern market is mobile and volatile due to a high competition, changing technology, as well as external circumstances (political, geographical and so on.). Therefore, companies to be successful, have to change on a permanent basis. To ensure efficient management and renovation of companies, the scientific and practical area referred to as Enterprise Architecture Management (EAM) – analysis, design, planning and implementation of the company activity based on a systemic concept [7, 21] is currently rapidly growing. This activity is supported by special software products (hereinafter referred to as EAM-tools), such as ARIS [9], Mega [22] and some others. The introduction of architecture management progress is generally accompanied by creation of solutions based on EAM-tools, and in most cases implemented within special projects, which will be called EAM-projects. In implementation of EAM-projects, standard tools are adapted to the individual peculiarities of the customer company, namely methodologies and standards (TOGAF, DoDAF, Archimate et al. [12]), graphic languages and notations [16, 19, 20], as well as software tools [11].

The purpose of this paper is to define EAM-projects, considering them as specific IT projects. The resulting delivery of an EAM-project is also investigated, with the identification of its typical Work Products [13] that will make it possible to define the scope of implementation and scope of works of such projects. In addition to the above, methods of Software Engineering and Domain-Specific Modeling (DSM) are used [18].

1. Basic definitions

1.1. Enterprise Architecture Management

Enterprise Architecture\(^1\) (EA) is a discipline for business and IT system management, describing the fundamental artifacts of business and IT. Establishment of EA activities in a company is implemented in special projects (referred to as EAM projects). While much research focuses on EA as is, EAM projects are not yet considered properly. This paper deals with EAM projects as a special kind of IT projects. A definition of EAM project is suggested using IT solution concept of Microsoft Solution Framework. It is justified since EAM-software introduced in a company is the main result of a typical EAM project. Basing on definition of work product in CMMI, the paper introduces the final delivery of EAM project. In addition, domain specific modeling is used to describe EAM project delivery, since the most important part of EA are concepts and terms for describing business and IT in a company. To implement the language formed by these terms and concepts, an EAM tool is selected and customized (Mega, IBM System Architects, Aris, etc.), and additional software (i.e. Web-portal, integration scripts, etc.) is implemented. All of EA principals and methods could be considered as guidelines for this software (EAM tool and additional software). Final delivery of an EAM project is divided into the following parts: method (domain specific language, EA method, EA process, integration, modeling results), technology (EAM tool, additional software, documentation), support and training. Using concepts introduced in the paper, four EAM projects are analyzed. A lack of support of EA method is identified as a common problem of these projects.
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\(^1\) The enterprise is taken to mean a business company or government agency.
in identification and description of the business tasks of the company, its functional-role structure, business processes, etc.

Visual modeling plays the key role in the implementation projects of architecture management: the company activity and infrastructure are described by a set of models that makes these descriptions available to a wide range of specialists. The rapidly growing market of EAM-tools [11] is largely a modeling tools market.

1.2. CMMI and Work Products

In the early 1990s, the CMM (Capability Maturity Model) standard for certification of military and federal contractors in the area of software development was developed in the United States. In 2000, a generalized standard version called CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integrated) and combined development of software and non-software components of the complicated artificial systems was released. Currently this standard is widely used in global industry and, among other things, is a known glossary of IT terms. In particular, it provides a definition of a Work Product as a significant result of the development process which can be a software component, document, invoice, established process (for example, process of using software by end-users), etc. [13].

1.3. IT solution in MSF

Early in 2000, Microsoft created a software development methodology called the Microsoft Solution Framework (MSF). One of the basic MSF concepts was the IT solution — software that is not «packaged» and is created to meet the needs of a particular customer. An IT solution in MSF is defined as the coordinated delivery of a set of elements (work products in CMMI terms) required to meet some business need of a specific customer. The examples can include an application software code, documentation, communications, implementation process, training, support [23].

1.4. DSM-approach in software engineering

Domain specific modeling is a policy of creating software that increases the level of abstract development compared to traditional means by providing applications specifications in terms of the data domain [18].

This paper [5] draws parallels between software engineering and enterprise architecture management. In particular, it is shown that the use of visual modeling has much in common in these areas: it is a marketable product, and mature software tools are widely used in these areas. Finally, domain specific modeling is applied in these areas, thereby making it possible to configure standard tools (languages, methods, software modeling tools) for a specific task or develop new tools. This paper [5] also generalizes a definition of DSM solutions oriented in both data domains. However, it happened to be too general and did not cover all work products included in EAM-project delivery.

2. EAM-project

Generally, the company architecture development activities are organized in the form of one or several projects: a company is able to focus on the next round of changes and unification by providing appropriate resources. It is reasonable to create methods and tools to solve company problems within such projects. However, final implementation of the proposed methods and tools in the management processes, as well as their full use, shall be carried out by the company on its own. Therefore, it is important that the architecture description can be added and changed, and that this can be done by company employees. To do this, in the course of the EAM-project an appropriate IT solution is implemented in the company.

There are many projects (especially in Russia) on development company architecture which are restricted to generation of static descriptions of company management processes (as is or to be models). There are also projects within which new regulations, standards and formal procedures are generated. This can also be an EA-activity if it is implemented based on unified principles. To accomplish this, both activities are often performed by external consulting organizations. However, we will call EAM-projects only those architecture management projects within which EAM-tools are implemented (often with modification), and which, therefore, have a significant IT component.

3. Definition of EAM-solution

Let us call the EAM project result an EAM-solution. Its main difference from MSF IT solution is that in the first case, the software percentage in the project is substantially lower than in the second. As a platform for implementation of EAM-solutions, ready modeling tools are used, with significant efforts spent to study the
company work specifics, integrate solutions with various processes into companies, as well as develop documentation, coordinate and implement the solution.

Let us divide the EAM-solution into three parts, i.e. methodological unit, technology unit and maintenance and support unit. The methodological unit includes a modeling language, modeling procedure, process integration and results. The technological unit is composed of a basic tool and set of software tools and documentation. Finally, the maintenance and support unit comprises two elements for training and support. From the experience of our projects, we have concluded that such splitting is reasonable in organization and performance of EAM-projects: it seems to be more «operational» than various classifications of the composition of enterprise architecture [15, 17].

Let us turn our attention in more detail to the description of work products that are part of each unit.

A modeling language is created as part of the EAM-project, inasmuch as large companies generally have unique, specific characteristics, with the result that standard languages and notations proposed within EAM-tools need to be improved. In so doing, one uses extenders which are generally available for all EAM-tools [11]. Therefore, domain-specific modeling languages appear in this area [18]. In developing such a language, it is important to define the concepts that shall be used in modeling: with their help it is convenient for company specialists to describe the enterprise activities. For this purpose, reference models, industry standards and frameworks are often used and, in fact, explicitly or implicitly ontologies are created [1, 2]. The modeling language can be a simple slice/setting of a standard language, but a more complicated case is possible, when the mathematical model of the base language is changed, and new concepts and interconnections, new modeling viewpoints, types of charts, etc. are defined.

In order to determine the proper use of the language modeling a procedure is created. The main question to which it gives an answer is «how to model» («what to model» was defined when creating the language). The procedure contains modeling scenarios, detail levels and modeling focuses in development of various models, as well as sources of information for development / modification of the models.

An important work product is a running and efficient software environment is created by configuring/modification of the basic EAM-base tool. **Roles of the solution users including various rights to change information in the repository:**

- end-to-end scenarios of using solutions — both basic and system (support of the integrity and correctness of the information repository, backup, version control, etc.);
- additional rules, i.e. naming objects, storage folder for charts and objects, rules to work with predefined objects, etc.

Such a process is started.

Integration is implementation of the interrelations of the architecture management process with other processes and company functions (requirements, project management and so on.). There is also a need to implement the EAM-solution integration with various company information systems to exchange data with them during architecture management. Various techniques and standards, specifically, TOGAF [24], give great attention to this work product.

An important part of the final delivery covers modeling results of the company architecture. This part of the delivery can be created by the project team and/or company specialists. Meanwhile, «as is» models, i.e. a description of the current situation of the company, and «to be» model, i.e. a description of the final (desired) organization of the company are created. The creation of these models is a time-consuming activity, so you need to clearly define exactly what kind of models should be developed within the project and their details.

Selection of an appropriate basic tool is an important work product of the EAM-project. The EAM-functionality is described many times and in detail (see, for example [11]). Many organizations, for example, Gartner [11] are involved in EAM-tools classification. These approaches are used by the majority of business enterprises when selecting EAM-tools. However, the selection of the EAM-tool can in addition be affected by the following circumstances:

- if your company is already using a certain EAM-tool, then, it is reasonable to use it in the EAM-project;
- when selecting a foreign EAM-tool for Russian companies, it is important that the supplier has a mission/partner in the Russian Federation to provide support for the implementation and operation of the tool; otherwise, the use of such a tool has high risks.

The software environment is the most important set of work products of the EAM-solution. This environment is created by configuring/modification of the basic EAM-base tool. Configuring involves the use of EAM-tool settings (templates, palettes, etc.).
Modification is the creation of additional software using an open software EAM-tool interface. Let us select the following work products of the software environment:

- **user interfaces** intended for different user groups;
- **basic language support**, allowing users to work in EAM-tool in terms of the created modeling language;
- **integrity support (post-processing)** — packet auditors for diagram syntax (basically required, as the modeling language is usually hard to implement in the EAM-tool);
- **integrity support (administration)** — monitoring the correct location of individual model elements in the repository packs, rules of using predefined objects, cleaning the model from «garbage», etc.;
- **import/export of data** — data exchange between the EAM-tool and different information systems existing in the company;
- **model reports generators** — configuring the existing reports and creating new ones;
- **web-portal** — contains reference data on the modeling, often the modeling results. Although EAM-tools often support automatic generation of portals for the repository, many projects require the creation of a complicated and multi-functional portal (see the example in paper [10]);
- **repository structure** (in terms of ARIS [9] — the folders in terms of [6, 8] — classifiers); when designing the structure, not only the information structure, but also the areas of responsibility in the company are taken into account (that is, the repository shall have no folders, for which nobody is responsible);
- **scanning and setting up** the created EAM-solution.

Let us note that the methods and volumes of implementation of these work products are dependent on the properties of the basic EAM-tool used in the project.

All basic delivery elements must be provided with **documentation**. The main objective of the documentation is to facilitate as much as possible the involvement of company employees/contractors in the architecture management processes. The documentation may also be posted on the web-portal, contain a significant amount of visual materials, including video tutorials, quizzes to test knowledge, and more. The volume and complexity of this part of delivery can vary profoundly, becoming one of the most resource-intensive parts of the EAM-solution.

An essential EAM-solution component is **training**. The result of training is that the customer is able to use the solution all by himself.

**Solution maintenance** means assistance to users in working with the solution upon completion of the project, as well as correction of a number of errors and shortcomings. The scope of work that can be performed within the maintenance is normally stipulated in the contract.

### 4. Examples

Tables 1, 2 and 3 provide descriptions of EAM-projects in terms of the EAM-solution. Projects P1, P2, P3 were performed for large state-owned corporations of the Russian Federation (IT-architecture development), while project P4 was implemented for a large government organization of the Russian Federation (business architecture development). Of all the projects, only P2 was not completed successfully, although again its results (ontology and modeling language) were used by the company. The most complicated domain-specific language was created within project P1: it was developed almost «from scratch» and used the product language ARIS as an implementer. However, this language maintenance was inferior to similar maintenance in projects P2 and P3 (items 2.2 and 2.3 in Table 2). This resulted from the fact that the ARIS packet is considerably inferior to Mega and IBM System Architect in terms of functional capabilities of the extenders. The EAM-packet used in project P4 did not support visual modeling tools. Therefore, not only a domain-specific modeling language but an ontology (i.e., without diagrammatic notation) was created within the project, with the result that the integrity support information in this ontology was negligible. The user interface in project P3 was created based on Share Point and turned out to be the most multi-purpose of all projects (item 2.1 of Table 2).

#### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Final delivery elements</th>
<th>EAM projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Modeling language</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Procedure</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Integration</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Modeling results: «as is»</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modeling results: «to be»</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Technological unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Final delivery elements</th>
<th>EAM projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Basic EAM-tool</td>
<td>ARIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Software environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>User interfaces</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Basic support of the modeling language</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Integrity support (online)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>Integrity support (post-processing)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Integrity support (administration)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>Import/export</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>Web-portal</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>Report generators</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>Repository structure</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>Solution scanning and setting up</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Maintenance and support unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Final delivery elements</th>
<th>EAM projects</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Conclusion

This paper addresses a definition of the EAM-project and its result – an EAM-solution. Review of the EAM-project as a specific IT project made it possible to apply software engineering tools to its description. A precise identification of components of the final delivery of EAM-solution can help in development of requirements in EAM-projects and evaluation of resources necessary for their implementation. The model can be also used to assess the quality of EAM-project results. In addition, this model is applicable for further study of EAM-projects. Even a fairly superficial analysis of the four projects carried out with its help has revealed the following tendency, i.e. weak support of the modeling technique: specifically, customers do not understand the importance of this part of delivery combining the technique with the user documentation or even excluding it from the final delivery.

For a more efficient practical application of the EAM-solution final delivery model, numerical metrics should be created to evaluate its work products. Further work is also needed to deepen the parallels between the domain specific modeling in software engineering and architecture management. Generally speaking, the results of this work are a first step in application of software engineering techniques to studying projects in the area of enterprise architecture.

Furthermore, an important aspect of a more successful implementation of EAM-projects is the issue of high-quality training of company employees (within or beyond the framework of the EAM-project), the latest architecture management method, knowledge management, etc. [3, 4].
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Управление архитектурой предприятия (Enterprise Architecture Management, EAM) является ключевым видом деятельности при повышении эффективности бизнеса в современных компаниях. Данная деятельность поддерживается специальными программными продуктами (так называемыми EAM-инструментами) – ARIS, Mega и др. Внедрение процесса управления архитектурой, как правило, происходит путем реализации соответствующих проектов. Данная статья посвящена исследованию таких проектов. Среди них выделяются так называемые EAM-проекты, которые являются специфическими ИТ-проектами и направлены на создание и развертку в компании ИТ-решения на основе какого-либо EAM-инструмента. Для дальнейшего исследования EAM-проектов использованы методы программной инженерии (Software Engineering) – методология разработки ПО Microsoft Solution Framework (MSF) и терминология стандарта CMMI, – а также концепция предметно-ориентированного моделирования (Domain-Specific Modeling, DSM).
В работе детально описана финальная поставка типового EAM-проекта, подразделяющаяся на методологический блок (язык моделирования, методика, процесс, интеграция, результаты моделирования), технологический блок (базовый инструмент, комплекс программных средств, документация), сопровождение и поддержку (обучение, сопровождение). Обсуждаются особенности разработки этих рабочих продуктов. При этом детально анализируется программа часть поставки — пользовательские интерфейсы, базовая поддержка языка моделирования, поддержка целостности, поддержка целостности (post-processing), поддержка целостности (administration), импорт/экспорт, Web-портал, генераторы отчетов, структура репозитория, развертка и настройка решения. В рамках введенных понятий обсуждаются четыре EAM-проекта по реализации управления архитектурой, реализованные в российских компаниях: три проекта были выполнены для различных госкорпораций, один — для крупного органа государственной власти. Выявлена типовая сложность этих проектов — недостаточная поддержка методики моделирования.

Ключевые слова: архитектура предприятия, управление архитектурой предприятия, бизнес-архитектура, IT-архитектура, программная инженерия, Microsoft Solution Framework (MSF), визуальное моделирование, модельно-ориентированная инженерия, Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI), Domain-Specific Modeling (DSM), семиотический подход.
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